The HD (Heavy Duty) Series is available in 4 different bow heights:

- HD 30 - 1.18” Bow Height
- HD 50 - 2” Bow Height
- HD 75 - 3” Bow Height
- HD 100 - 4” Bow Height.

It will fit casing and pipe diameters from 4.3” OD up to 63” OD and beyond.

Each unit has curved robust bows for friction reduction and superior centralizing force, and integrated rubber pads that lock onto the casing/pipe.

Centralizing and spacing applications include, but are not limited to:

- Carrier pipe/conduit in horizontal cased crossing
- Well production casing in borehole
- Gravel packed well screen
- Piles.

No special tools are required to install these products that are manufactured from a high grade engineering thermoplastic called Acetal POM.

Each HD Series carton contains 30 units.

For 0.70” OD to 2.56” OD pipe diameters see kwik-ZIP’s GT Series.

For 2.28” OD pipe diameters and above see kwik-ZIP’s 155 & 380 Series.
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